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Abstract – Securing critical infrastructures which are Cyber 
Physical Systems (CPS) such as HealthCare, Banking, and 
Water Systems from intense cyber threats is crucial. The CPS 
design process follows a Mathematical Model for physics based 
systems and a Control theoretic model for the control system. 
But while modeling a secure CPS system, the design approach 
is set by stepping into the shoes of a malicious attacker. In this 
paper, we consider some of these cyber threats and discuss the 
techniques and methodologies for defending CPS systems. We 
summarize different approaches that are capable of 
identifying Cyber threats at different levels of design process 
and also add practical procedures that can be utilized to 
design secure CPS Systems. 
 

Index Terms – Cyber Physical Systems (CPS), Cyber 
threats, control system, Data security, Privacy 
models. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 
  
CPS include cyber capability i.e. networking and 
computational capability in every physical component; they 
are networked at multiple and extreme scales. Research 
advances in cyber-physical systems promise to transform 
our world with systems that respond and work in dangerous 
or inaccessible environments precisely. Autonomous 
collision avoidance, robotic surgery and nano-tolerance 
manufacturing, assistive technologies and ubiquitous 
healthcare monitoring and delivery are the extended 
applications of CPS. 
 
Attacks on CPS interrupt the services and lead to severe 
disaster. It is essential to ensure that the CPS is secure for all 
cyber and physical services. CPS HealthCare systems 
monitor a patient through body worn inexpensive personal 
monitoring devices that record multiple physiological 
signals, such as ECG and heart rate[1],[2], or more 
sophisticated devices that measure physiological markers 
such as body temperature, skin resistance, gait, posture, and 
EMG [3], [4]. The medical data that is acquired from patients by 
a distributed sensor network can be transmitted to private 
[9], [10] or public [11]–[13] cloud services. Assuring the privacy of 
the personal information during the transmission from the 
sensory networks to the cloud and from the cloud to mobile 
devices will necessitate the design of a sophisticated 
cryptographic architecture for a CPS. While this design 
implies only secure storage using conventional encryption 
schemes, emerging encryption schemes provide options for 
secure data sharing and secure computation[5]. 

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we survey 
the literature by summarizing few security approaches and 
threats. Section III portrays the security modeling and 
optimization in CPS. Section IV reviews the security and 
privacy models in CPS applications. Section V demonstrates 
the model verification and synthesis, and analyses the result 
with existing models. 

2 REVIEW OF PERTINENT STUDIES 

Ensuring security is increasingly challenging in cyber-
physical systems, where information security methods such 
as key management, secure communication, and code 
execution may guarantee the integrity of the cyber 
components and data, but are ineffective against insider and 
physical attacks. Some of the core hardware and protocols 
adopted in cyber-physical systems are of public domain, thus 
vulnerable to cyber and physical attacks.  

Fabio Pasqualetti et al (2015) [17] portray a simplified 
framework for the design and operation of secure cyber-
physical systems based on control theory, information 
security, and embedded system design. This framework 
relies on informative mathematical models for various 
system objectives, including control performance, system 
security, and platform schedulability, and it quantifies their 
interdependency by means of a minimal set of interface 
variables and relations. 

Data management in CPS provides the approach to manage 
the collected data to satisfy the user requirement. Data need 
to be integrated and stored from multiple sensors for future 
use. Processing the data provides better information 
accumulation and communication. Sensed data may not be 
usable in raw format as this requires large bandwidth and 
efficient processing. Some other characteristics of data 
management process should be real-time data processing 
and routing, reliable event detection, security, and 
robustness.  

Wenjia Li et al (2013) [20] studied a trustworthy data 
management framework for CPS, which is called Real Alert. 
In this framework, the trustworthiness of the data as well as 
the reporting sensors are computed based on both the 
abnormal sensor data and multiple contextual conditions in 
which the abnormal sensor data are observed. Data 
management process consists of three elements: (a) data 
integration, (b) data storage, and (c) data processing. 
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Data integration provides the service of data gathering from 
distributed sensors for obtaining better knowledge. This also 
decreases the amount of data required to transmit. Data 
integration process can be divided in two elements, such as 
combined and individual. In combined data integration, data 
collected from multiple sensors can be integrated for further 
processing. The wide range of data from individual sensors 
are collected and integrated in individual data integration. 

Data Storage: The data in the real-time database must be 
able to provide information about the present state of the 
system they represent, especially when the application area 
is critical such as a patient care system. Two main 
approaches to storage and querying data are generally 
considered; they are warehousing (central) and distributed. 
The warehousing approach stores data in a central database 
and then queries may be performed to it. In a distributed 
approach, sensor devices are considered as local databases 
and data are managed locally. 

Data Processing: For efficient computation and 
communication, the data need to be processed properly. 
Data processing can be performed in distributed manner, in 
based station or in cloud. The data processing decision has to 
be made according to the application and available 
resources. The timely access and processing of sensed data 
from sensors are critical for CPS. 

3    MODELING AND OPTIMIZATION OF CPS 

Computations in CPS for healthcare are performed for two 
elements: (a) modeling and (b) monitoring. Cloud Computing 
can perform large-scale and complex computation and 
communication so that data by sensors can be easily collect 
from remote observation centers. Designing cyber-physical 
system requires vast computation due to the involvement of 
large network and environment. The environment often 
involves multiple domains such as control, communication, 
feedback, and response. To validate the design, model based 
computations are performed. 

Model-Based Design (MBD) has been identified as a powerful 
design technique for CPSs. Specifications of system and its 
underlying components are defined in the form of models 
able to reflect the evolution of the system. These models can 
be used for early design analysis. Jeff C. Jensen et al [21] have 
decomposed model-based design into a set of sequential 
steps that, describe and evaluate an iterative design 
methodology, and evaluate this methodology in the 
development of a cyber-physical system. By making use of 
models, it is possible to have earlier identification of design 
defects instead of during the prototyping.  

Platform-Based Design (PBD) methodology consists of two 
main steps, namely, system architecture design and control 
design. The system architecture design step instantiates 
system components and interconnections among them to 
generate an optimal architecture while guaranteeing the 

desired performance, safety, and reliability. The embedded 
system architecture consists of software, hardware, and 
communication components, while the plant architecture 
depends on the physical system under control, and may 
consist of mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, or thermal 
components. Nuzzo et al [22] formalized the above design 
concepts and enable the realization of system architectures 
and control algorithms in a hierarchical and compositional 
manner that satisfies the constraints and optimizes the 
function. 
 
Contract-Based Design (CBD) has many benefits: reuse, clean 
interfaces, separation of concerns, etc. Alberto Sangiovanni 
et al [23] stated that contract-based design must be developed 
by considering the following: (i) Mathematical foundations 
for contract representation that enable the design of 
frameworks and tools; (ii) A system framework and 
associated methodologies that focus on system requirement 
modeling, contract specification, and verification at multiple 
abstraction layers; (iii) framework focusing on cross 
boundary design flows that addresses impacts of CBD. 

4  DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY MODELS FOR 
CPS 

Security is a vital concern here as data is confidential from 
legal and ethical perspectives.  While designing CPS 
architecture for applications, special attention needs to be 
paid to ensure data security. Security has two components: 
(a) privacy and (b) encryption. Privacy: Ensuring data 
privacy is an important issue from application level and data 
level. Data encryption can be a solution for security 
assurance. Security models can be useful for estimating risk 
and other security metrics.  

Edward Colbert et al (2017) [27] stated that there are five 
well known classes of methods for cyber risk assessment 
and management for CPS. An Expert Elicited Model method 
involves computational models to assess risk based on 
expert elicited identification and characterization of cyber 
system attributes such as network data flows and the 
estimation of the susceptibility of those resources and data 
flows to different types of compromise. This approach 
possesses significant appeal for many applications, including 
cases involving complicated networks for which little design 
information is readily available and cases in which a 
relatively quick analysis is needed. One major drawback of 
this approach is lack of completeness.  

Second, the Attack Graph method advocates construction of 
attack trees or graphs, either by hand or through automated 
interrogation of a system of interest. This approach has 
many advantages. Principal among these is a very light data 
requirement. Models in this class do not suffer precision or 
fidelity shortcomings because they are constructed directly 
from system data without abstraction or aggregation. 
Another advantage of this approach is flexibility.  
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Third, game theoretic models explicitly account for the 
interaction of attackers and defenders in a game theoretic 
framework. Models in this class are much more varied, and 
the approach is much less mature than the expert elicited 
and graph-based approaches described previously. Games 
can inform how the playing field can be better tilted in favor 
of the defender by adopting architectural changes and new 
access control policies.  

The fourth method is Petri Net models, which are favored by 
the authors of this chapter. This chapter’s Petri net approach 
is derived from the Attack Graph school of thought. A Petri 
net is a directed bipartite graph, in which a cyber-attack is 
modeled as the successive exploitation of vulnerabilities on 
hosts to escalate and then exploit privileges on the network.  

The final method described involves stochastic games 
overlaid on Petri nets, creating a much more powerful, and 
more challenging, approach. In this model, transitions based 
on attacks corresponding to network defense measures 
replace exploit-specific transitions. 

5  MODEL CHECKING AND SYNTHESIS FOR CPS 

To detect and eliminate design flaws and inevitable bugs are 
notoriously difficult tasks due to the complex interactions 
between the cyber and physical components. The 
synthesizer and runtime system will be responsible for 
allocating redundant resources, replicating tasks, mapping 
the application tasks and managing system resources, and 
coordinating the execution to ensure that 1) scheduling is 
feasible under realistic processor performance, and 2) the 
reliability of implementation under realistic resource 
failures meets the reliability requirement set by the 
developer. 

To verify the correctness of CPS with aggregate effects, 
model checking on CPS properties are used. This method 
checks if the CPS model satisfies the specified property. 
Model Checking for CPS uses Reachability analysis technique 
to see if the specified property holds for all system states. 
Automated techniques can be used for CPS model checking. 

5.1 Reachability analysis  

Reachability analysis is the process of computing the set of 
reachable states for a system. In order to estimate the 
aggregate effects in CPS accurately, the nonlinear nature of 
the system interactions should be considered in that 
analysis. A major component of a safety verification 
algorithm for a hybrid system is an efficient method to 
compute its reachable set, which is the set of all the states 
visited by all the possible trajectories. The computation of 
reachable sets by discrete dynamics mainly requires Boolean 
operations over sets such as intersection of the reachable set 
with the guard sets of the transitions to determine the 
trajectories that can switch to a different mode. Computing 
the set of states reachable by continuous dynamics requires 

handling sets of solutions of differential or difference 
equations, and this problem is difficult. For general non-
linear equations, their closed form solutions are not known; 
and even for linear systems the solutions of which can be 
written in a closed form, their manipulation is difficult 
because they can contain exponential functions. Therefore, 
the reachability problem for continuous systems has been a 
major obstacle towards applying hybrid systems formal 
verification to real-life problems. This has motivated much 
research in hybrid systems verification to focus on this 
particular problem. 

B. Controller synthesis 

Controller synthesis addresses the question of how to limit 
the internal behavior of a given implementation to meet its 
specification, regardless of the behavior enforced by the 
environment. In system design, the general goal is to 
develop systems that satisfy user requirement specifications. 
To simplify this development process, it should be 
automated and the system should be synthesized based on 
the requirements.  

In such a framework, the plant acts usually in an 
environment. The goal is to find a schedule for the 
controllable events that guarantees the specification to be 
satisfied considering all possible environmental behaviors. 
One can also understand the controller and environment as 
two players. The plant constitutes to the game board and 
controller synthesis becomes the problem of finding a 
strategy for the controller that satisfies the specification 
whatever move the environment does, or in other words, 
under any adversary. The requirement specification can 
either be given internally or externally. Internal 
specifications impose restrictions for example on the 
number of visits of a state of the plant. Examples for external 
specifications are temporal logic formulas that are supposed 
to be satisfied by the controlled plant.  

C. Vulnerability analysis  

With unprotected or inadequately protected devices, 
communication between sensors, monitoring devices and 
actuators is vulnerable. Hackers could either introduce false 
data to trick actuators into taking detrimental actions, or 
actually take control of the system and command a 
disruptive event.  
 
According to [3], the vulnerabilities in CPS derive from 
defects, misconfigurations, CPS network mismanagement or 
network connectivity with others. These vulnerabilities can 
be eliminated or reduced through a variety of security 
controls, such as network design defense, defense in depth, 
network traffic encryption, network link limit, physical 
access control on network components.  
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6 CONCLUSION 

The design of security for cyber-physical systems must take 
into account several characteristics common to such 
systems. Among these are interactions between the cyber 
and physical environment, distributed management and 
control, real-time requirements, and geographic distribution. 
In this paper, first, we have surveyed conventional and 
emerging encryption schemes that can be used in designing 
a CPS. Second, we provided an extensive evaluation of these 
schemes and compare them based on their ability to provide 
secure storage, secure data sharing, and secure computation. 
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